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United Press

IN OUR 77th YEAR

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, November 2, 1956

NATURAL GAS TO
By DANIEL F. GILMORE
t8H1 Press Staff Correspondent
' NDON, Nov. 2 gY/ —T h e
Anglo-French command claimed
today to have wiped out the
Egyptian airforce. It broadcast
warnings to the Egyptian people
indicating that the invasion of
the Suez Canal Zone was imminent.
4'
Britain's Cyprus radio warned
Arab listeners that "our warships will disembark tanks and
ellU.
on Egyptian soil."
A communique issued at Anglo
-French expeditionary headquarters on Cyprus named land, sea
and air commanders for the final
operation.
British and French jet fighters

LIf

UNITED NATIONS, N. V.,
Nov. 2 fit — The UniUid Nasons Generr.I Asembly early
today approved over-whelmIngly an American - sponsored
resolution demanding that Britain, France and Israel stop
fighting against Egypt.
The measure called upon
tweet to withdraw
trio*
promptly from
Fayptian, soil
and urged Britain and France
to halt the movement of *ill.
tory forces and anno.into Nua
imbattled area.
The vote was 64 to 6, with
•,ablItantions. Britain, France.
Ti, Australia and New ZeaI
virted against the resoluien. Ilium, Canada, Lain,
SO NEW Hands. Portugal and
fkilt/et
ca abstained.

OLD NEIGHBORS

NEWBURYPORT, Mass. 414
Charles L. Davis, 100 the nation's
oldest druggist, and Henry Bailey Little, 105, the nation's oldest
ar
t4btlInbers from Cyprus and banker, are High Street
neigha
fl carriers off both end os bors here.

i unsay State Shows Up Well
in The Statistics Department
4

*Rite

Drunks Arrested
; Two men were arrested this
Week and lodged in city jail on
elf public drunkness, acfording to City Judge Bob McCuistion

*harges

Tobacco Curing
News
By United Press
The U.S. Weather Bureau Station at Louisville suggested that
farmers open barn ventilators as
soon as the fog lifts today to get
tobacco as dry as possible.
A relative avreage humidity of
40 to 30 per cent was predicted
for the southwestern section this
afternoon and 45 to 55 per cent
was expected in the south central
and southeastern regions.
Humidity in both areas will
rise to 90 to 100 per cent tonight.
Farmers in the southeastern section were advised to use heat
in thoi rbarns tonight If they
ye not begun Stripping.
More humid weather is expected for the weekend.

DANIEL BROWN, American embassy press officer, helps American children board a plane in Amnum in the evacuation of foreign
(International Radiophoto)
civilians from Jordan.

Nat Ryan-144s Reviews
Kaltenhorn Ardicli For Rotary
Nat Ryan Hughes was the
speaker yesterday at the regular
meeting of the Murray Rotary
Club.
Mr. Hughes was introduced by
Dr. Hugh McElrath who was in
cl- -irge of the Program. Hughes
used as his topic one article in
the Rotary magazine, the Rotarian.
He reviewed an article written
by H. V. Kaltenborn for the
Rotarian entitled "Sense and
Nonsense in Politics."
Hughes told the Rotarians that

„Only four bodies of the 118
had been recovered by 8:15 a. m.
EST.
Seven others, including five
killed in an explosion and fire
near the pithead late Thursday
and two volunteers who died
during rescue attempts, brought
the expected toll to 125 in one

WEATHER
REPORT
By UNITED PRESS

a

Southwest Kentucky — Partly
cloudy and mild today, increasing cloudiness and continued tonight and Saturday with a chance
of showers Saturday. High today and Saturday 70 to 75, low
tonight 50 to 55.

Five-Day Forecast

By UNITED PRESS
Kentucky — Temperatures for
the rive - day period, Saturday
through Wednesday, will average
near the normal of 50 degrees
for Kentucky
Turning cooler
west portion Saturday, colder
Some 5:30 a.m. temperatures: Sunday and Monday, warmer
Covington 54, Louisville 44, Pa- Wednesday. Precipitation will
ducah 45, Bowling Green 43, average three fourths to one
London 40, Hopkinsville 46 and inch in occasional rain Sunday
and east portion Monday. ShowLexington 48
ers likely west portion Saturday.
Evansville, Id,, 42

tioes not provide for political
parties. The, two party system
has grown in spite of, not because of, the Constitution.
Andrew Jackson was the president, under whom the two party
(Continued on Page Three)

Unit:d Press Staff Correspondent
BUDAPEST, Hungary, Nov. 2
— Two fresh divisions rolling
toward Budapest today in spite
of Hungary's protests. Soviet
armored forces surrounded all
Hungarian air bases.
The heavy Soviet troop movewave
ments triggered a _ ng
alerts
or fear, blackouts and
ross revolution-torn Hungary
tad its shattered capital city.
"litussia, dispitchFd -the fresh
divisions into Hungary Thursday
despite Premier Imre Nagy's protests to Soviet Ambassador J. B.
Andropov and sent Soviet units
already there into alert positions
around Hungarian air bases.
From Romania and Russia
Informed sources said the Soviet reinforcements crossed into
Hungary from Romania and Russia.
The nationalist .- controlled
radio at Nyreghasa, 40 miles
from the Russian border. said
Soviet troops built pontoon bridges over the Sajo River ap-

County( farmers have been
tiaid a total of $138.700.02 in
1956 Acreage Reserve Soil Bank
Payments, Q. D. Wilson, Chairman of the Calloway County
ASC Committee, announced yesterday.
Wilson said that all farmers
who anticipate entering the 1957
Acreage Reserve or Conservation
Reserve Programs should contact
their local County ASC office
well in advance of their 1957
crop year farm planning operation in order to secure all the
benefits of available programs.

Nat Ryan Hughes
the Rotary magazine rated high
in all fields of journalism and is
quoted frequently by other publications because of its high grade
articles.
told
how
Kaltenborn
He
brought out the fact that the
Constitution of the United States

Israel Wins
Big Victory

thy Wells
Passes Away

Natural gas has been turned
into the gas mains in Murray
West of Eighth street, according
to Jack Bryan, Superintendent
of the' Murray Gas System. •
All lines have been put into
place West of Eighth street, and
North and South within the city
limits.
The test on the lines was
held first part of the week
and they proved to be perfect.
In other words, there was , no
leakage at any point. The mains
were placed under high pressure and left for a certain
period.
The odor which has caused
some comment in Murray in
the past weeks is caused by
a chemical placed in the mains
while the test is going on. It
is not natural gas. but is used
merely to spot leakage points.
What leakage occurred, came
from valves which had not been
greased. After the test proved
perfent, the lines were purged
of air and the odorous chemical,
and the mains were filled with
natural gas from the main six
inch lines which runs to the
tap station which is located in
Mayfield. .
This news means that all customers of the Murray Gas System West of Eighth street. may
now start using natural gas in
home appliances.
A-target- date .1.11._ _October _had
been set to begin the use of
natural. gas in Murray, and the
gas. war
the, ci*.y ittsits
that date. .
Minor difficutties delayed for
a few days. the admission of
gas into the city mains. .
The only lines not put into
place within the city, are the
ones which will run in the
alleys around the square. No
lines will run onto the square,
that is, paving on the square
will not have, to be disturbed,
with the exception of possibly
one place.
As soon as these lines are
installed, then the mains east
of Eighth street will be tested
and when found to be correct,
will be filled with natural gas.
This means that gas will be
in.the mains before cold weather
actually sets in. This conies as
good news to many persons who
have been waiting on the gas
since several mornings recentlk
have had a Fall chill about
them.
The announcement that natural
gas is now ready for use in
the city, ,culminates a period
of over two years of effort on

&ray Is 220th Community To
tGas From Long Pipe Line

Prizes Are
Offered Voters Angus Ch?mpion
Calloway County Democratic
Headquarters announced today
that several prizes will be given
away on election clay. They will
be given on Tuesday. November
6 at 8:00 p.m. in the court yard
and the winning ticket has to be
present.
Voters will have the opportunity to win one of the following
prizes. First prize, 21 inch television set, second prize eleven
foot refrigerator, third prize Tappan gas or electric range, fourth.
fifth and sixth prizes, bicycle
for either boys or girls.

parently to bypass the main
Budapest approach through MiskOlc, One of the strongest antiCommunist strongholds.
Nyreghasa radio said the Soviet troop movements touched
off fears of hostile air attack.
It said military councils at the
major eastern cities of Debrecen,
(eonti-nued sn--Pass. Four)

Area West Of Eighth Street
Can Begin Use Of Gas Now

Clay Wells, age 59. passed
away Thursday• morning at 5:00
o'clock at his home on Murray
route three.
Survivors include his wife Mrs.
Eula Wells, two sons. Oran and
Radford of Detroit; two daughters in law, Mrs. Relma Wells an4
Mrs. Marrelle Wells; one sister
Mrs. Birdie Vance of Murray
route three; two brothers, John
and Billy of Murray route three;
one granddaughter, Brenda Wells
By ELIAV SIMON
of Detroit.
Mr. Wells was a member of
United Press Staff Correspondent
JERUSALEM, Israel, Nov. 2
the Liberty Ctimberland Presbyaf'i —Israel announced today the.
terian Church and was an elaer
Egyptian border city of Gaza
for a number of years. The funhad surrendered to Israeli forces
eral will be held there on Satin another major victory for the
urday, November '3 at 2:00 p.m.
Officiating will be Rev. Paul
Jewish army.
Snelgrove and Rev. Eurie Mathis.
Israeli troops immediately
Active
pallbearers
will
be
seized command of the road to
Methods to improve and shortnephews and honorary pallbears
Port Said, a coastal route that
en the annual Calloway County
will be elders of the church,
had been earmarked by the
4-H Club spring rally were apHugh Thompson, Glenn Roberts,
Egyptians for an escape.
EXPLANATION
proved last night by the 4-H
Holland Roberts, Jess Barnett
A second Israeli force was reBINGHAMTON, N.Y. (IP —The
Club Advisory Council at a reguand
Keys
Wells.
ported attacking the Egyptian
Friends
may
call
city of Binghamton was named
lar meeting in the County Exat the J. H. Churchill Funeral tor William Bingham. an early
base at Al Arish. 50 miles west
tension office.
'Home until the funeral hour.
of Gaza, to cut the escape route
settler.
Harvey Ellis, president, emfor troops and terrified Arab
phasized the need for time sayrefugees.
ing elements in conducting the
The spokesman said the troops
rally. He suggested holding boys
had "entered" Al Arish.
dernonstrations and public I
El Arish is west of Gaza along
speaking Separately from the Ge
the Mediterranean coast towards
girl's projects. The motion passed
the Suez Canal and well past the
and was recorded by the secreEgyptian military base of Rafah
tary.
reported taken earlier.
Citing the importance for recWith the start of natural gas are in Owensboro, Ky., but comPenetration Undisclosed
reational facilities for young 4-H service here. Murray becomes pressor
stations, pipeline mainThe army spokesman said Ismembers, Mrs. Yandal Wrather the 220th community to receive tenance offices
and warehouses
raeli army forces had "entered"
proposed creating such a group its gas supply directly or in- and other installations
are locatEl Arish, 50 miles west of Gaza,
to aid the youths in various pro- directly from the 3,500-mile pipe- ed at strategic points
throughout
but he did not say how far they
ject
problems. T h e advisory line system of Texas Gas Trans- the system. From a beginning
had entered into Gaza, a town
group favored this move and mission Corp.
of 371 employees in 1948, Texas
of 40,000 persons now choked
pointed out that this should hold
with Arab refugees.
More than 50 other Kentucky Gas now has approximately 1,the interest of the older element.
The Spokesman reported concommunities also depend upon 300 — with nearly 600 of them
The advisory council unamitinued advances in the central
Texas Gas for a steady supply in Kentucky. They combine
ously endorsed the Washington
Sinai Desert where Israeli forces
of this convenient low-cost fuel. many years of experience with
Memorial Foundation, a proposed
Larger cities and communities predecessor companies as well
(Continued on Page Three)
memorial 4-H Club project to be
in this Kentucky group include: as the present one to afford
erected in Washington D.C. They
Louisville, Paducah, Fulton; gas users dependable service.
decided to request contributions Mayfield, Owensboro, Bowling
The nine-state area in which
in the sum of 10 cents from Green, Hopkinsville, Madisonvil- Texas Gas operates has been
county 4-H members on a volun- le, Glasgow, Russellvitle, Prince- labeled the "Big River Region"
tary basis.
because of the many navigable
ton and Henderson.
John Vaughan, Assistant Counrivers whiCh have contributed
Texas
Gas began operations in to the economy of the area.
ty Agent, announced that four
The Kentucky Lake Angus
1948, following the merger of Hundreds of new
county 4-H champions would
industries have
Association plans to give a fine
Memphis Natural Gas Co., and been established in the region
display their projects in t h e
Waltham watch to the owner
Kentucky Natural Gas Corp. By in recent years and many of
of the champion Angus steer, Mayfield Achievement Day on the end of this year Texas Gas
in the 4-H - FFA show and Nov. 10. They are. -Sandra Bed- will have approximately $214 them urn.
urai gas as fuel.
well, beef; Donna Ruth Grogan.
sale on Monday
million
invested
in
facilities
Natural gas used in Murray
The watch is a 17 jewel yellow entomology. Jamie Potts, tobac- through which service is provid- will be drawn from fields in
gold wrist watch and will be co, and Michael Palmer. elec- ed to its customers.
south Louisiana and east Texas
presented on behalf of the asso- tricity. He also disclosed that 75
The 3.500-mile pipeline system and transported here by the
joined
the
4-H
Club
from
Murciation. Robert Etherton. of the
now stretches from Carthage, pipeline system. Texas Gas serassociation said the watch will ray Training School.
Tex., and Lake Charles. La., ves utility: and - industrial custThe
council voted to hold its all the way to Middleton, Ohio, omers in Louisiana. Mississippi,
be for the champion Angus.
which will not necessarily be next regular meeting on Jan. 31, operating in nine states.
Arkansas. Tennessee, Kentucky,
1957.
the grand champion.
General offices of Texas Gas Indiana, Ohio and Illinois.

Advisory
4.13
ouncil
H
as Meeting

Failure to cash in with the
extra point at the right -tine
has been the Breds one drawback to a near perfect season,i,•
but you can't blame big Don
Heine for trying. The senior
captain from Sturgis. who also
handles the extra point duties
for the Breds, split the goal posts
(Continued on Page Two)
7-1

of coal mining's greatest disasters.
George Caldwell, manager of
the Cumberland Railway and
Coal Company, told a reporter as
dawn began to break over this
bleak .town of 8,000 persons
"There is still hope but only a
faint hope, that the men are
alive."
Anxious Crowds Wait
Caldwell would not commit
himself further. But crowds of
quietly-sobbing wives and chijdren, and old men who worked
in the pits in their youth, milled
around beside cranes and hoists
at the pithead refusing to believe
some could not be saved.
Several persons were near the
(Continued on Page Four)

Farmers Of
County Get
$138.700.02

Fresh Soviet Divisions
Enter War Torn Hungary

Creeping Gas Fumes Drive 118
:14iners Mile Underground
SPRINGHILL, N.S., Nov. 2 flet
-Creeping fumes of dealy coal
gas drove 118 miners more than
a mile underground to possible
death today in the pitch-black
workings of an explosion-wracked coal mine.

County Cagers
Will Play Tonight
Three county cage teams hit
the road tonight, including the
Kirksey Eagles who make their
seasonal debut on the Arlington
hardwood.
The schedule: Lynn Grove at
Bardwell; Kirksey at Arlington;
Murray Training at Symsonia.

the canal diverted some of their
attacks on Egyptian airfields to
troop concentrations.
Assumes Full Power
Egyptian President Gainal Abdel Nasser, assuming virtual dictatorial powers in his role as
military governor general abandoned attackers and was concentrating his forces west o'f the
canal for promised "total war."
(Continued on Page Four)

t

'total individual and team
statistics make clear the razzledazzle type of season the Murray
Racers have had on the
iridiron this year and before
the finale rolls around Novembdr 17, Coach Jim eullivan
should be one of the most popular rookie coaches in the nation.

AMERICANS FLY'FROM JCiRDAN-

Vol. LXXVII No. 261

ON IN MURRAY

EGYPT AIR FORCE DEMOLISHED
Full Scale Attack Promised
By Britain;Israel Advances

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Owner Will Get
17 Jewel Watch

the part of the city council,
City Attorney Nat Ryan Hughes,
Mayor Hart and others, to obtain
natural gas._ for the. city as
economically as possible.
For the most part the operation has gone smoothly, although
much time was, of a necessity,
consumed.
The city sold a revenue issue
amounting to. $100.000 to construct the system and a proper
building to house . the system.
The property at the corner of
South Fifth and Poplar streets,
former location, of the GilbertDoran Funeral Home, was purchased by the city to house
the system offices. They will
be remodeled to some extent
in the near future 'and possibly
later on a new building may be
constructed.
Jack Bryan is superintendent
of the gas system. arriving in
Murray shortly after operations
started to install the mains here.
He has been on the job since
the middle of the summer and
has a thorough knowledge of
main locations and sizes.
It is anticipated that the Murray Natural Gas System win
be one of the most profitable
of the utility systems operated
by the city.

arkers Food'
Oke.1 flas
Anniversary
Parkers Food Market is ob.
serving it's third anniversary
in it's new building this week.
J. 0. Parker and his son,
Joe M. Parker. are no new corners to the grocery business. Mr
Parker said he started working
in the grocery business in his
early twenties and had always
found it to be a very interesting
work.
M. Parker was connected for
sometime with the U-Tote-em
Grocery. Stores in Hazel and
Murray and the 'H. T. Hill Co.
in Nashville. Later he and his
brother-in-law, Rudolph Thurman, were co-owners of the
Economy Grocery on East Main
Street. After eight years with
the Economy Grocery. Mr. Parker opened in a new location on
the south side' of the square
which he and his son operated
together as Parkers Food 'Market.
Three years ago, Mr. Parkers
dream materialized when he
moved into the modern new
building he now occupies on
South Fifth street between Maple
and Poplar streets. The beautiful
new building has five thousand
square feet of .floor ' space, an
all glass frant and completely
modern and up-to--date fixtures,
display islands and shelves.
The store also features a convenient parking space adequate
for one rhundred and fifty automobiles. •
Parker's is having a three day
special sales event in observance
of this anniversary. The sale
will run through Monday. Nov.
5, and features grocery specials
throughout the state. Eighteen
baskets of groceries will be given away free today and Saturday. All -chiidzen will also be
given favors.
Mr. Parker and his wife, the
former Miss Mary Thurman. recently moved into their new
home on South Twelveth street.

.ts

a.

Legion Post To
Meet On Monday
The American Legion Post Ni).
73 will hold their regular meeting Monday night in the American Legion Hall at 7:30 o'clock.
All - veterans are invited to
attend. Legionaires are urged to
co,Ilect as many 1957 membership dues as possible and turn
in at the Monday night meeting.
November 11th "Veterans Day"
is the first dead line for membership.
. A door prize of $5.00 will be
drawn at the end of the meeting.
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Breds Could Win OVC This Week.*

1 40th Y•ar in

BY LEDGER & TIMIS PI BUSHING COMPANY. lea
Consolid.i.ion at the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times.
and The
Mites-Herald. October 20. 1928. aid :he West Kentuckian.
Januar3 :
U. 1043.
JAMES C. WILLIAMS. PUELISHIat

Fishing Report

We reserve the right to reject any Advection*. Letters to the Editor,
Publ,c Voice items which in our °plume: are not for the besi
Interest of our readers.

er 'Ellurray State Could Tie For
Grid
OK Title Or I ybe
Has Tough
It s.
Tine

Remarks: Fishing and I he Also. please let me
remind you
weather both continue to be I that although we
will not be
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WSTNIKR CO.. 1388
good, Ben baits are Mepps Spin- sending year this
report each
Monroe. Merr.prus, Tenn.: RIO Park Ave.. New York, 307 N. Michigan
ner, Jitter Bug and Hula Popper week, both our
cottages and
tor shore line fishing, while ducks operate the
Nee- rhb-aiTy; 88 Boiyston St., Boston
Murray State's Thoroughbreds ground gainer of the MSC squad.
year 'round;
the faithful old Spoonplug con- only our store is
ought to have two ideas in He has gained 366 yards net
closed
during
Entered at toe Poet Mee. Murray, Kentucky, for trausnussion
tinues to take them trolling.
mind when they tangle with In 60 tries fur a 6.1 average
the winter.
Second Class Matter
Middle Tennessee in Murfrees- Not far behind Johnson is Dave
Sincerely
yours.
Well, this will be our nue
boro Saturday evening, Nov. 3
Butte* with 284) yards in 52
ATBSCIUPT1ON 15,A17g3: By Carrier in IfurMY. Per trek Bic, per
Paul G. Gilliam
DURHAM. N.C. Ii? -The life
weekly fishing report for the
tries for s 5.4 average
of
Wool Me. In Calloway and adicommit coustem. per yeas 5350; °Isaa
college
feotbaII
err
1956 season. Our irritating to
One should be to win and
r/here. V)58
normally is ene of in r.• head- thus assure themselves of at
you will again start in. the Spring
In passing, both quarterbacks.
aches than hazards - but there least a tie and possibly a cham- Jere Stripling and Ronnie Philwhen we feel tnat Spring fishing
NOVEMBER 2, 1986
FRIDAY
are exceptions.
is right. We sincerely hope that
pionship in the Ohio Valley lips have thrown 44, both haven
ireatinead from Page On.)
this report has been of service
Conference.
completed 1$. Stripling has ga.n-lio
Duke
team
manager
T
on
y
to all of you. Your comments: fur 2 at the 3. made good against
to name any specific posittOns
The second should be to win ed 303 yards by passing, Phillip*
Grimm
suffered
a
broken
left
as well as suggestions as to how Arkansas State last week, but
he wanted to improve.
at Middle Tennessee's Hemecom- 298.
to improve the report for the Otte was still one shy of State's wrist last week while moving a ing and thus repay the Blue
However, there were shotcomtackling dummy during a pracPunting leader is Jere Stripl
1957 season will be greatly ap- genie deciding total.
ings et the White Sox at third
Hailers for a 33-28 Win they
ing with 18 punts for 08 yards
Looking at the team statistics, tice session.
Woe. first base, and on the
preciated.
scored at Murray's Homecoming
or an average of 38.8. Philips
Murray has completed 28 of
bench, and Marts Marion, whe
Individual Catches
last year
is second with 12 punts for
quit as Sox manager • week
St. Louis, Missouri: Dale Bon 63 passes thrown for a total
However much Murray might
436 yards, or 36.3 average.
ago; advisee Lopez to "bring
yard, Bile. Jud, Herb Cartwright yardage gain of 434 to 362
want to win, the Racers are
and Nick Stanley 34 Crappie UP for their opponents, who have
his pitchers with him." if he
once again cast in the role of
In the Arkansas game Richard
completed 32 of 85.
took the Sox job.
to 2 lb, live minnows.
the underdog in light of Middle Utley was the only one of MSC's
A4. SLOW
In first downs the Racers lead
-1 expect to learn what we
Evansville, Indiana: Chuck AnTenneiee's tremendous game ag- leading scorers to make a touchill
(IMAGO. Oct. 31
ringed. want to do from Chuck
der:on arid Bob Fay 18 Stripes their foes 82 - 80. while are
ainst Vanderbilt University last down, the other three being
new
1
et
en
in
and John." Lopez said. "And
yards
gained
Walleye
on
and
1
to
2
the
lb,
Spoon-Saturday.
JACKIE COOGAN, who spent
made be subs.
ground
at
Rae and Dun will be able tt
1.282.
plug.
Total
offense
practically his whole life apThe Thoroughbreds did not
reads.
Murray
1716
help .me a lot about *hat they
and
oppoNopkinsvillo,
Kentucky:
Dr.
J.
pearing in motion pie•ures, is
put up an inspired battle in the
11eti:I
cIthl
/
a
-1
4
h
::
brc
:
u
'
4:: think we ought to 455."
ct
I
:77
ai.e
:t114
t2.
1
::
e
1t
'
;C
g
;
irl
a
c
t7na
I:
:
rLd
lt. xr
tln
IcV.1 fh1-a
H. Young 10 Striper and 2 Large ! nents, 1644.
shown at a surprise party in
first three periods of their game
1
I .ran League's third plate. '
Don
—
Johnson.
t
Ii
e
Paducah
Mouth.
celebrate
Ily weod, Calif. lie O
with Arkansas State and it was
Madisonville, Kentucky: Dave flash, who broke into the startho his 42nd year and his 40th
not until Coach Jim Cullivan
a the world champion Ne.k
ing
lineup
for
good
after
wearirg
a
Jordan
Dick
M.
10
Bass,
Jackie
L.
is
top 3I4
year in elms.
,
dipped down into second and
Yistikets:
.o
lb., Rex Spoon. el: W. Hatchet. Utley was injured in the scond
I cap and bangs reminiscent of Ine
third stringers that the Rimers
child..
game,
is
the
as
a
leading
roles
ground I
one 6-lb 8-oz L. M. on Rex
of his starring
name to life.
Lopez. who Toesday signed if
gainer
with
330
in
52
yards
car.
Spoon.
Coach Cullivan indic▪ ated how
coni
zi tor one year for a:.
versity with two top posts to
Murray. Kentucky: Col Jesse ries Dave Bottos, the rugged
good Middle Tennessee's squad
esti
Wu 54:5,000. began a lieri,fill. Veteran :Athletic Weeder
fullback
front bury, Ind- is Mitt ;
. i
D. Jackson, Sgt. Ray 'Vaughn
hen he said Saturday's game
oferences v. ith Vice Pre.oi
Dana X. Bible ie ....epping down and Sgt. Shelly
I Amin Murphy, the inghti
"eg star t
10 L. M., 3 with 198 yards in 41 tries
dents Ch A ries Comiskey and Joe:.
to modified service at the end Stripes and 3 Blue Gill. Mepps
Awe atom, who moved I of "To Hell and Back, is fight - would be Pke playing an SEC
lim n beceuse of all the transfers
IttadisOn
D. Riguey to find out exactly
NEW, YORK elt
of this school year. Price had Spinner.
.. ,. ..
his earlier collegiate training at tulip again but the time 151Wielii
iptetood
o
u
l,troT
bigger schools.
what his new team lacks.
Square darden announced today.
.
- Ed Price. been mentioned as a possible
AUSTLN. Tex.
Paducah. Kentucky: S. H Mc- Tennessee. paces the pien.lon de- the prize fight • ring
•
' The Racers suffered a number that its college bas)Icetball' efrothe most successful Southwest successor.
Nutt 22 Crappie. top 2 lb, Min- partment with 16 conipietions on the battlefield. In his latest of injuries
The new chief planned also
in the Askansas State gram for the 1956-57 season will
Conference coach, resigned his
Universal
of
International
36
out
picture
yards.
attempts
for
nows.
2:1
to confer with at feast too of
athpossibility
the
There is a
game which may affect Satur, Include 13 regular season doublejob Wednesday after his 1956
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±irLITY of erriployirig ballistic geided missiles for trans1
..:n of tniens, weapons and supplies, was advanced by Maj.
G Li). J. Ii. Medi:Li. commanding the Army Ballistic Missiles Agency.
In li entrees to the ennual convention in Warnington of the Assoe:.•.!La of the United States Army. The drawings (top) show how
the c•roiect neuld work. At left is a cutaway sketch showing ?lbw
seentni with duipnrient could be moved 500 nautical miles in
ee...• enr ee rrerute.. Triont shows the layout of bunks arranged in
• - -- r'
e-eund the missile center. lig center drawing must:
tee payirne coonertment carryirg troops. weapons. supplies.
It is eutorneticary guided to land in vertical position via parachute.
naceet eseor is tired to brake Its ereed of descend. At right, the
riesile-trersp(.0 troops are ready for combat after their journey
It reeni
reen. In renter photo Maj Gen. John B. Illedaris
are Dr Wernher Von Braun. former German missiles e-- - e•-t
:. • e of Development Operations Division at In
splay of rnetlen of the Army's guided'
e. :5 the satellite tiee in outer. space dear:
e
At a height af lei ;5 init••. such a manned e eerth and afford nor:roe:on of every point
hours. Missiles cooli to launched and dire•
• .• ie •
• inner arc on the photo represents the see,
..e.
fired and show- it. flight path three quarto
• :.i. nieind the earth to its targte The missile would
ei • -.et ••'7servation and control of the satellite's crew. Tr,
'
h the exelosive-carrying missile is shown nearin:
. 1 from a satellite station. The weapon would reach
nen/it el. .- we.
• tn ft0 •aleutes after leaving the satellite launcher,
nine.5ed tie earth. izentriictlevai oundpheees)
:A45 the.

Murray Livestock Co.
Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'clock
October 30, 1956
TOTAL HEAD 1094
Good Quality Fat Steers
Medium Quality Butcher
Baby Beeves
Fat Cows, Beef Type
Cannres and Cutters
Bulls

Cattle

..

Fancy Veals
No, 1 Veals
No, 2 Veals
Throwouts
HOGS -

$18.00-20.00
14.00-17.00
15.00-19.00
9.50.-11.00
5.00- 9.00
12.50 down

VEALS

I fully

believe

that I am qualified both by training and experience to make a good councilman
and with all the sincerity of my heart I am anxious to serve you. Your vote will give
me that chance.
I am a very busy man and so are you. I work for a living, therefore, I will
not be able to ring
your doorbell or your telephone, or to see each of

you personally. But you can be sure I will consider
your support and vote as a challenge to the best that is within me to serve
you freely and honorably
as our wonderful little city continues to grow. Please try me further!

25.50
22.50
19.50
6 00-17.00

Sincerely and Gratefully
CARL B. KINGINS

200 to 250 pounds
180 to 195 pounds

•

and a public servant. I am sure you can tell our rli ,, ny fine new citizens
and neighbors about me and
as I welcome them each and all to Murray, I suggest they ask the folks who have
known me all my life.
For all of my adult life I have been in close touch with the growth and progress of
our town. My record
as a member of County Government as your Sheriff is within your memory and
open for your consideration. My varied experience in the business life of our community is, I believe,
familiar to most of you.

14.15
14.00
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Club News
Wedding*

Mr., Mrs. Thurman
Hosts For Costume
Halloween Party
Saturday, November 3
The Murray Training School
A411 sponsor a pie supper at 7:00
Vo'clock in the Little Chapel.
••••
Monday, November 6
The ottie Moon Circle of the
WMS of the First Baptist church

Mrs: Harry Sparks
Program Leader For
Week Of Prayer
'The second program in the
o• bservaance of the week of prayer and self denial was held on
Tuesday, October 30, at seventhirty o'clock in the evening at
the church by the Woman's Society of Christian Service of the
First Methodist Church.
Mrs. Harry Sparks was )ki
charge of the program. Special
music was by Mrs. Howard Olila
'ho sang verses at appropriate
ints in the program. Mrs. Roy
Farmer was at the organ.
Presenting talks for the evening were Miss Lottye Suiter,
Mrs. George Kimball, Mrs. C.
C. Lowry, and Mrs. John Winter.
The benediction was led by
Mrs. N. B. Ellis.

Mrs. Hugh McElrath
4Presides At Meet
Of Regional WMU
The annual session of the
Southwestern Region of the Baptist Woman's Missionary Union
met Tuesday, October 23, at the
Baptist Tabernacle Church in
Paducah.
"Advance For His Glory" was
the theme of the program for
I the day.
Mrs. Hugh McElrath, president
of the region, presided over the
morning session and Mrs. W. H.
Beaman, youth leader, was in
charge of the afternoon session.
The inspirational message was
given by Mrs. Heber Peacock,
missionary from Zurich, Switzerland.
Officers for 1956-57 were Installed by Mrs. George Ferguson,
t
executive secretary of the 'gen-.
Nay WMU. They are Mrs. Hugh
Malrath, president; Mrs. Leon
Penick, vice-president; Mrs. W.
H. Beaman, youth leader; Mrs.
Paul Dailey, secretary; Rev. S.
G. Shepherd, pastor advisor.

will meet at the home of Mn.
Allen McCoy, Sycamore street,
at seven-thirty o'clock.
••••
The Business Women's Circle
of the WMS of the First Baptist
Church will meet at the home of
Mrs. Humphreys Key at s I x
o'clock for a mission study.
•• • •

Tuesday, November 6
The Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will hold
its regular meeting at the club
house at seven-thirty o'clock.
••••
The Foundational Sunday
School Class of the First Baptist
Church will have a potluck supper at the home of Mrs. Robert
Ray Buckingham at six o'clock.
••••
The Woman's Society of Christian Service of the First Methodist Church will have its luncheon meeting in the social hall of
the church at eleven o'clock.
.555
Groups I, II, and IV of the
CWF of First Christian Church
will meet in the educational
building of the church at twothirty o'clock.
5.55
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
the Woman's Association of the
College Presbyterian Church will
meet at the home of Mrs. Mary
Brown at two o'clock.
••••
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven o'clock.
•• • •

First Baptist WMS
Night Circles To
Meet On Monday
The night circles of the Woman's Missionary Society of the
First Baptist Church will meet
on Monday, November 5.
Mrs. Alen McCoy will be hostess for the meeting of the Lottfe
Moon Circle to be held at seventhirty o'cilock in the evening at
her, home on Sycamore Street.
The Business Womeh's Circle
will haft 4a mission study Starting promptly at six o'clock in
the evening at the home of Mrs.
Humphreys Key, Mrs. Ethel
Ward will be the cohostess.
All members are urged to attend these meetings.

Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Thurman entertained with a Halloween costume party at their
beautiful cottage on Kentucky
Lake on Tuesday evening, October 30.
A covered dish dinner w a a
served. Prizes for the best costumes went to Mrs. N. P. Hutson and C. 0. Bondurant.
Those attending were Mrs. N.
P. Hutson, Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Churchill, Mr. and Mrs. B o b
McCuisotn, Mr. and Mrs. Vester
Orr, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Buckingham, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Parker,
Mr. and Mrs.,Noel Melugin, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles T. Scultz, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Mercer, Mr.
and Mrs. C. 0. Bondurant, Mr.
and Msr. Noble Farris, Mr. and
Mrs. Graves Hendon, Mr. and
Mrs. Greene Wilson, and Mr. and
Mrs. Thurman.

R. L. Ray Honored
On 85th Birthday
At The Myers Home
R. L. Ray was honored on
Sunday, October 28, with a dinner in celebration of his 85th
birthday at the home of h i s
daughter, Mrs. Galen Myers and
Mr. Myers.
The tables were spread on the
spacious lawn and the sun was
shining for the lovely autumn
day. A delicious dinner w a s
served. The afternoon was spent
in making pictures and conversation.
Mr. Ray has lived on the same
farm for about fifty years and
still takes a great interest in his
crops. He also still drives his
own car.
Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Burie Suiter and daughter,
Glenda, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ray,
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Ray, Mr. and
Mrs. Ronald Ray, Mr .and Mrs.
Ralph Riley and children, Jennifer Joan and Jerry, Mr. and
Mrs. Rob Marine and children,
Don and Robbie, Mr. and Mrs.
Gordon Chester and daughter,
Cheryl Ann, Bobbie Brinnsburg,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry. Potts of
Paducah, Mr. and Mrs. My?
and Mr. Ray.

Personals
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Pollard of
Harrodsburg have been t h e
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Gatlin
Clopton and other friends in
Murray the past week.
• • ••
Oil production in the United
States has increased an average
of almost five per cent a year
for the past 20 years.

MURItILY. KENTUCKY

Activities
Locals

1

Mr. and Mrs. Riley
Honored At Linen
Shower By OES
Mrs. John Riley, whose home
recently burned, was honored at
a linen shower given by the
members of Murray Star Chapter
No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star
on Monday evening, October 29,
at the Masonic Hall.
The many lovely and useful
gifts were placed on a table
overlaid with a linen cloth and
centered with a beautiful arrangement of yellow chrysanthemums in a crystal bowl. Mrs.
Riley opened the gifts for the
guests to view.
Games were directed ty Mrs.
Norman Klapp with Mrs. Pearl
Shackeflord and Sam Rodgers
being the recipients of the prizes.
Refreshments were served from
the table centered with a Halloween decoration consisting of a
pumpkin, corn stalks, leaves, and
apples.
Committees were as follows:
Decorations — Mrs. George Williams, Mrs. Peter Kuhn, and Mrs.
Norman Klapp; refreshments —
Peter Kuhn, Norman Klapp, and
George Williams.
Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. George Williams, Mr. and
Mrs. Peter Kuhn, Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Rodgers, Mr. and Mrs. Norman Klapp, Mr. and Mrs. Watson
Roberts, Mr. and Mrs. Solon
Shackelofrd, Miss Cate Melugin,
Mesdames Abbie Lee Williams,
Lucy Stranak, Irma Rickman,
Guthrie Churchi1,1 Mildred Bell,
Ola Winchester, Nell Denton,
Jean Weeks, and Nell Robbins,
and Mr. and Mrs. Riley.

PAGE THREE

Fresh Soviet ...
(Contlnued from Page ono
Miskolc and Snt•Inok ordered
precautionary blackouts.
Weakened Units Relieved
A spokesman of the Western
Hungarian Revolutionary Council
at Gyoer, 80 miles west of
Budapest, said it was believed
the Soviet reinforcements were
moved in to replace units weakened in the seven-day battle of
Budapest.
Some rebel estimates suggested
as many as several thousand
Soviet troops were killed and
many more wounded by snipers,
freedom fighters and rebel Hungarian army units.
Nagy moved quickly Thursday
In case the Russian maneuvers
meant more than mere replacement of weakened occupation
forces.
Warsaw Alliance Denounced
He renounced Hungary's membership in the Warsaw Military
Alliance and declared the na(ion's neutrality — then asked
the United States, Great Britain,
France and the Soviet Union
to "protect" this neutrality.
Nagy also cabled U. N. Secretary General Dag Hammerskjuld requesting an immediate
hearing of Hungary's case in
the General Assembly where
Russia would have no veto power.
But if there was to be trouble,
the Hungarian army and air
force were reported prepared.
A full-strength armored division
was deployed in Budapest. It
had taken up stratgic positions
throughout the city

gypt Air Force...
(Continued from Page One)
Invadnig Israeli forces claimed
to have taken over virtually the
entire Sinai peninsula, including
Gaza, a city of about 40,000 and
the Gaza Strip jammed with
more than 200,000 Palestinian
refugees.
Capture of the Sinai peninsula
meant that the Israelis had taken
over Egyptian territory 240 miles
long and 130 miles deep at its
widest point.
In addition to Gaza, the Israelis claimed to hold the v:lio Abu
Atheila road junction, the Red
Sea islands of Tirah and Senabahir and the road to Port Said
—a coastal route the Egyptians
had planned to use as an escape
route.
An Israeli spokesman said other troops had "entered" Al Arish.
50 miles west of Gaza.
May Stop Fire
In Beirut, there were rumors
that' the Israelis now might be
willing to accept a cease-fire.
It was the third day of roundthe - clock British and French
bombing of Egyptian militaiy
targets. Today, British twin-jet
Canberras knocked out the Cairo
radio transmitter.
Communiques said bombers
and rocket-firing fighters of the
joint command had put more
than '120 Egyptian planes out of
action on the ground, effectively
crippling the Egyptian air force.
The French defense ministry said
of
the "essential destruction
Egyptian airpower could be considered complete."

Creeping Gas...
(Continued from Pagr (ins)
scene when the explosion occurred.
"It was just like an atomic
bomb," said 39-year old. Ed Cameron.
"The burst mushroomed up
with one big bang. My brother
was in the mine. I got straight
down there in my car. The place
was all in a mess.
"Ttwre were six inch timbers
splintered to bits. I saw the first
man come out. All the hair was
burned off the top of his head.
The rescue workers had stripped off his clothes because they
were burning. He was naked
except for his miners boots and
a belt. There must have been
about 2,000 people around.

Part. The city of Halifax, 150
miles south of here, pledged its
full resources. The army sent
soldiers by truck, car and jeep
and turned the Springhill Armory
into a disaster reception center.

TODAY and SAT.

Scene Of Horror
"Then I learned my orother
was in no. 2 and was O.K. The
next man out was dead. He was
wrapped in a blanket: I helped
one man to the hospital. He was
so badly burned his skin was
red and black and white. In the
hospital they said hey held his
arms with sheets and pillows so
they wouldn't chafe."
One of the biggest rescue and
relief operations in Canada's history was organized soon after the
initial blast shattered equipment
and claimed Its first victims at
the no. 4 pithead.
The navy, army and Red Cross
flew in blood plasma, other medical supplies, blankets and food
by plane and helicopter from
points several hundred miles a-
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FHA Reporters
Hold Meeting
The reporters of the FHA had
their Paducah District meeting
on October 27. The teacher was
Fay Vance. There were four
questions asked.
These were "Wow can I check
to see if I'm doing a complete
job?", "What articles should I
sent to the FHA advisor?", "What
points should I remember In
writing a good article?", and
"How can I help my chapter
grovf?".
The questions were all answered by Miss Vance.

divinely \
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F arming

Roads in this area are woefully inadequate. The need
for better roads is urgent. And now, at last, something
can be done about getting better roads fast! What's
more—no new taxes are necessary!

farm-to-market roads—secondary roads—main highways
—interstate routes—and streets connecting highways
through the cities. This means EVERY type of road
in Kentucky.

Today, many roads in this area can be built or rebuilt
under the new Federal Aid Highway Act, which makes
available to Kentucky during the next 3 years over
$137,000,000" in federal funds—prorided Kentucky puts
up $57,550,000. The remaining funds of the $100,000,000
'Bond Issue are to be used for matching federal funds
in future years.

LOST OPPORTUNITY?
But, if Kentuckians FAIL to match this pew federal aid
which is our money, being paid day-by-day mainly in
federal gasoline taxes, then these funds would be kept
by the federal government and would be given to other
states.

BOND ISSUE BIG STEP FORWARD
If Kentuckians vote YES for the Road Bond Issue on
Nov. 6, we'll have $194,550,000 with federal aid, during
the next 3 years. In addition, we'll have state funds
of $37,000,000, which normally are used for matching
purposes. Thus, the grand total of $231,550,000 will be
available for better roads in ALL parts of Kentucky—
the greatest single economic advancement in our history!

because
you look
slimmer
in
Seams

ALL ROADS AFFECTED
The roads on which the total funds will be used are

NO NkW TAXES NECESSARY
The Kentucky Legislature has adopted taxes,chiefly on
heavy trucks. These taxes are now being paid and are
enough to retire the bonds.
BENEFITS FOR ALL
Kentucky has fallen behind in building its roads. By
voting "YES" for the Highway Bond Issue we can start
on a program for better roads which will benefit every
county and community in the Commonwealth. And,
since we are already paying for Better Roads ... let's
have them!

VOTE El YES FOR BETTER ROADS, NOV. 6
NO ADDITIONAL TAXES NECESSARY
$1.35 - $1.65 - $1.95
It's the subtle seaming of these full-fashioned
stoclinp that makes your legs look so much
prettier. Other charms: they're 60 gauge, 16
denier (the construction everyone loves), and
they have such delicately molded toes and
heels. In Vision's flawlessly fitting Made-to.
, Measure lengths#1.35 pair

Belk-Settle Co.
Murray, Ky.

I.

The very essence of glamour! Shadowy-sheer
bylOns to weave a spell of enchantment. The
any stockings to wear on those important occasions when glamour is the keynote. Proportioned
to fit perfectly, in lovely new-season shades.
for these who Ilk, the finest

Littleton's

4

A 19-minute Musical
Cartoon in Color

Sending gifts but unable to
attend were Miss Sue Mahan,
Mr. and Mrs. Huel Jones, Mr.
and Mrs. Claude Miller, Mr. and
Mrs. Marvin Page, Mr. and Mrs.
Freed Cotham, Mr. a n d Mrs.
Perry Hendon, Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Scarbrough, Mr. and
Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon Riley, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey MIMI,'-riff:- and Mrs. Sam
Kelly, Mrs. Bertha Jones, and
Mrs. Joe Baker.

( So
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In addition to over 100 of Kentucky's farm organisations, chambers of commerce, educational groups,
highway associations, both Democratic and Re-

publican State Central Committees, all Senatorial
Candidates, labor organizations, civic clubs, etc.,
we heartily endorse Kentucky's Road Bond Issue.

This ad sponsored by the following citizens of Murray and Calloway County:
GEORGE HART
JAMES HARRIS
HUGH A. FOSTER
SAM FOY
ROBERT R. MILLER
HARVEY DIXON
OWEN BILLINGTON
VERNE KYLE
GLINDEL J. REAVES
HOLMES ELLIS

GLEN DORAN
REV. PAUL T. LYLES
OSCAR KLINE
HERMAN K. ELLIS
NOBLE COX
DARRELL SHOEMAKER
G. W. EDMONDS
PURDOM LASSITER
BUFORD HURT
HARRY J. FENTON'

J. M. MARSHALL
B. W. EDMONDS
LEON CHAMBERS
PAUL PASCHALL
MARVIN HILL
RANDALL B. PATTERSON
HUGH OAKLEY
BRYAN TOlsbirsif— - •
'
LUTHER ROBERTSON
DR. WALTER F. BAKER
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sponse was rejection and repo&
individual delegate to speak his
••
iation, both of which culminat•
piece, he said.
(eentineed frees Page One)
ad in His death on the cross. They
Kaltenborn listed several way
rejected Him because His humi- system grew and flourished, he
Ledger end Times File
lity was offensive to their pride, continued. The present party's in which a better job could be
His holiness was a rebuke to are continued each year by a done by the conventions. One
was to shorten the convention
their sinfulness, and His life of national committee, he said.
The committees gather in Con- itself, and another was to give
benevolence was a public rebuke
The Murray Rotary Club met last Thursday at the
once
ventions
each
four
years
By
to their selfishness. Uncomfortabbetter coverage to the individual
Woman's Club House. President A. G. Gibson presided.
le in the presence of His holi- with four purposes in mind: to cdmrnittee meetInas.
John Cox and John Fetterman were introduced as guests
Dr. H. C. Chiles
ness, they determined toget rid of nominate a president, a vice Hughes urged the Rotarians to
-.4 Judge Pink Curd. Clifford Seeber and visiting Rotarpresident, to adopt a platform read the monthly magazine since
Him.
ians from Paris, Tenn., were also present.
II. The Redemption of the Ser- and to name new a committee many worthwhile articles appear
for committee for the ensuing regularly.
vant. Isaiah 53:4-9.
Lloyd Thompson and June Farley, Senior King and SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON
r the Messiah, the people looked tor
Visiting Rotarians were Walter
Queen of New Concord School,
Jimmie Futrell and THE SUFFERING SERVANT a king who would come with all Here we have the Calvery ex- year.
In relating the recent conven- Walters of Fort Myers, Florida,
perience graphically set before us
Rutty Nell Black, Junior King and Queen, were crowned
the pomp and earthly grandeur
tions as reported by Kaltenborn, Bob Chandler of Paris and C. B.
in a eautifu I ceremony• before a arge au dience Frid ay•1 From
that was usually connected with seven hundred years in advance. Hughes
said that the program Thompson of Paducah.
the earliest times tines such a
It is not at all surprising that
prominent person. When
night. '
, the children of Israel cherished the
Christ was called "The Man of directors of the two national
Col. Jesse Jackson introduced
Christ came, regal splendor was
conveutions had a highly diffi- Lt. Broach arrd Le. Logan, both
Mrs. G. B. Scott visltrd relatives in Dallas, Texas, the precious hope of the coming of entirely absent, and there was no- Sorrows," because He was "descult
job "trying to serve three graduates of Murray State ROTC
Messiah. This hope increased
pised and rejected of men." lie
thing extraordinary or pretentifirst of the week. Sht o as accompanied on her return the
was "The Man of Suffering," be- masters, the convention, the radio and now preparing to leave for
with the passing of the years, and
ous about His personal appearto Murray by Mrs. N'in , d Munday (Marie Wilkinson) and rightly so. Today's lesson,
cause "He was wounded for our audience, and
the
which is
television their assignments.
children, Lewis and Martha. who are spending this week perhaps the highest peak in the ance. Because they were looking. transgressions, he was bruised for audience."
Bob Haar was introduced as a
for
a
glorious
Messiah
to
reign,
in the Scott home.
prophetic Word, is taken from the
The present conventions could new Rotarian. William Wallace
our iniquities: the chastisement of
when He came as a simple Gallvery center f the entireOld lean peasant. He was far from our peace was upon Him; and wi- be shortened considerably, Hugh- reported the club attendance last
Setvices were held at the Coldwater Church of Christ Testament. It portrays
th his stripes we are healed." es continued,' by leaving out a week at 94.8 per cent,
in a remarMonday for Mrs. Bertha Lee Hill. 64, who died at her kable fashion the sufferings of being acceptable to the people. Moreover, He was "The Man of lot of the entertainment,
and by
They
refused
to
recognize
Him
•
home near Coldwater Sunday morning. Death followed the One for Whom they were loSilence," for "He was oppress- drawing the platform before the
WRONG VICTIM
for what He was. They reject—
ed, and he was afflicted, yet he convention meets.
A six days illness. Services wre conducted by Rev. L H. oking. As we study this great pas- ed Him beep/lose
He did not fit
opened not his mouth: he is brsage. we shall do well to heed the
Pogue.
According to Kaltenborn,
FOGGIA, Italy Itt — Four
into their scheme of things, eitwise admonition of Alexander
ought as a lamb to the slaughter, Hughes said, the present conven- young
thugs picked on t h e
- Besides her husband, Elmus Hill, she is survived by Whyte: "The right way is to read her politically or religiously. To and as a sheep before her shear- tion system is getting too
un- wrong girl when they tried to
them He was unattractive and
ers is dumb,so He openeth not his wieldy. The last convention had
this crest scripture as if it were
five daughters and one son.
rob 18-year old Teresa Di Lauro,
unacceptable. From His outward
mouth."
written for and addressed to each
1600 dleegates. The convention police said today. The girl downappearance they could not see
John McElrath left Tuesday for Los Angeles. Calif..,. one of us
separately and alone, as
In order to make an atonement system may have outlived its ed one of the youths with a
any indicatipo of great strength.
where he will spend several weeks.
if there were no other sinful man
Concluding that He was sorely for sin and to provide salvation usefullness according to Kalten- hard right to the jaw. The other
I for Christ to die for in the whole
three picked up their dazed
lacking in power, the people re- for lost sinners, it was necessary born.
I wotld but ourselves." No propIn his final words Kaltenborn companion and fled.
fused to trust Him to do for them for Christ to suffer and die on
hecy more fully or effectively pothe
cross.
However,
none
of
His
admitted that the convention still
what He was able and anxious to.
rtrayed the Messianic Mediator
sufferings were due to any sin of has good points. They preserve
Eggs and curry powder go well
Ithan the one contained in Isiah
own,
for
His
He
did
not
have
any.
The greatest spiritual stupidithe tradition of freedom of the together. Add Is teaspoon of the
' 53.1n fact.so perfect was the de- ty of the Jews was their rejec- His sufferings were not on ac
yellow spice to your favorite
:, lineation that one would easily tion of the Saviour when He ca- count of His own gilt, for He had
deviled egg mixture. Good for
‘: conclude that it was the record of me to them. Even though He wal- none, but for ours, Our transgres- satisfied with the death of the
hors d'oeuvres or picnic baskets.
. history rattier than the prediction ked in their midst, performed sions caused the wounding and Son because thereby His law was
vindicated
and
the
redemption
'i of prophecy.
of
numerous miracles of mercy, ta- our iniquities brought about the
' I. The Rejection of the Ser- ught them the love of God, and bruising and the death of the sinners was accomplished.
Christ's cross is the charter of
vant. Isaiah 53:1-3.
•
revealed to them the amazing Son of God. His sufferings were
ERADICATE
PREVENT
• In anticipating the coming of grace and glory of God, their re- vicarious. He suffered in the ste- our pardon. It has secured our
acceptance
with
God
and
our
inad of others. He suffered the penalty for the sins and the crimes heritance of His glories. Because
4,0,,M."
0
which were committed by others. of the grace of God, as reflect#4.73s$1 1.95
ed
in
the
finished
work
of
Christ
Nothing was omitted in the atoTHE DESTRUCTIVE TERM/TE
nement which Christ made. His on the cross, the sinner's past can
,eg "UTILITY" Table
vicarious sufferings made ample be blotted out and he can be saved
.deol for the student in the fom.ly
provision for the putting away of forever from condemnation. No
FREE INSPECTION
Makes homework more attractive
sin, for the forgiveness of sin- matter how much one's life has
Use it as a typewriter table Handy
ners, and for the satisfaction of been stained by sin, the blood of
ihe kitchen. Center drawer for supthe demands of justice. He suf- Christ can cleanse it.
plies and shelf for books. Typewriter
Each onem ust receive Christ
fered
in order to redeem lost sindesk height, 39- w. a 17" d Heoev
—Licensed and Insured—
ners and reconcile them to God. for himself. The only way to besteel, green or gray.
Sam Kelley
Truly, the doctrine of substitu- come a child of God is by a detion is presented very clearly and finite and personal acceptance of
j oDernesseve
JUAN RAMON JIMENEZ, 76,
LEDGER & TIMES
Phone 441
unmistakably in this passage of Christ as Saviour. "But as many
Spanish poet resident in Puerto
as received him, to them gave he
scripture.
Rico, is the winner of the 1956
Having, come into this world power to become.the children of
Nobel Prize for Literature. The
to die in our stead, and to pay God,even to them that believe on
poet is the first Spanish author
to win the coveted prize in 34
the penalty for our saps, stith- his name." Only believers in
years. It was reported recently
out a murmur or complaint Christ Christ are tbe children or God.
,
111•1•1111111•0
Phone 58
5
that Jimenez might soon end his
went to the cross and made the
exile and return to Spain. which
supreme sacrifice. Not demandhe left during civil war in 1938.
ing any rights for Himself, but
submitting all to God, Christ
went uncomplainingly, quietly and
willingly to His death. "Not willing that any should perish, but
that all should come to repentance," our Saviour gladly went
all the way to Calvery for you
and me. Unlike the average person, who, when wrongfully treat641A11/1
••• "woman. ..•• ••=•••
ed, makes a great ado about it,
ECONOMICAL...
Christ went to the cross "as A
EGYPT
limb to the slaughter, and as a
RADIANT CIRCULATING
sheep before her shearers is
dumb." He did not utter a single
SAM
ELECTRIC HEAT
word of complaint. By oppresAltAIMA
sion and a judicial sentence He
IN EASY-TO-CARRY
was crucified between two robbers, after which He was buried
Red Sea
in the tomb of a rich man, Joseph of Arirrcathea.
III. The Reception of the SerREPORTS PLACED the Israeli advance into Egypt's Sinai peninsula
as far as only 13 miles (open arrow) from the Suez canal after
vant. Isaiah 53:10-12.
an initial thrust to Nekhi (black arrows). Other reports indicated
By His death on the cross
the fighting would spread northward toward the Gaza strip area
Christ met and discharged the
• (1). Meanwhile in Cairo (2) general mobilization throughout
exacting demands of the law.
Egypt was proclaimed, and 360 Americana of 901210 2,000 in Egypt
There our ord removed the curse
' were reported sailing from the land. At Port Said (3) it was rewhich was pronounced by the
ported southbound convoys were held up, and observers along the
broken law. He fulfilled the clTe-Tene Driftwood Foist
canal reported Egyptian armor moving into the Sinai peninsula.
IMES
aims of a broken law by dying in
Modern Style • Easy-To-Ckson
If western nationa become involved, Cyprus (4) would be a base
God
completely
was
our stead.
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Kelley's Pest
Control

NOW-

you always get ...
* A GOOD CAR
* A GOOD LOW PRICE
* GOOD FRIENDLY SERVICE
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The world's largest bright leaf
tobacco market center is Wilson.
N. C., •which has 19 auction
warehouses.

HEATHER
Also $100 to 2475 and
In platinum $300 to 3430
Wadding lent$12.50

Furches
JEWELRY
F.. Side Sq.
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FACES GRAVE OVER MIDDLE EAST DEVELOPMENTS
HEAT MORE WITH TRI-CORE
The greater efficiency of the Tr -Core
heating element is due to its exclusive design.
Quick, penetrating radiant heat is gently
circulated to every corner of the room,
without a draft or a sound and without
fumes or soot. The sturdily constructed
ceramic core is guaranteed for 5 years.

Available in capacities for large and soya roams,
in automatic models.
White House conferees (from left) are Secretary of State John Foster Dulles, President Eisenhower,
deputy presidential assistant Gen. Wilton B. Persons and Defense Secretary Charles E. Wilson.

YOU CAN TAKE IT WITH *GUI
It's so light weight you can easily take it

I

with you . . . upstairs, downstairs ...
wherever you wont quick, comfortable
warmth.

•

LAMPKIN'S
Motor Sales

1310 • •o
•

PORTABLE
HEATERS.

at LAMPKINS

1956 CHEVROLET 2-dr. Yellow and white, spare
tire never been on the ground. Yes, really a
beauty!
1955 FORD 4-dr. Mainline. Radio and heater.
1955 CHEVROLET 4-dr. Gray and white, V-8, Power Glide.
1953 PLYMOUTH 4-dr. Good tires and good-Fa-Pt
1953 CHEVROLET Bel - Aire Hard -Top. Power
Glide, radio and heater, white side eels, Gold
and Ivory two-tone.
1953 CHEVROLET 4-dr. Bel-Aire. Gold and Ivory,
Power Glide, power steering, white side walls.
1954 STUDEBAKER 2-dr. Radio and ,heater, and
overdrive. 2-tone blue. A good gas saver!
1953 FORD 2-dr. Fordamatic. New tires, as clean
as you can Ondr
1953 FORD- Ranch Wagon. In good condition and
one -owner..
1953 CHEVROLET 2-dr. Two-tone brown, seat coy,
era and as Solid as Rock.
1952 FORD 4-dr. Blue and Ivory. Oh Yes, this is
the one you've been waiting for. Is it sharp?
Take a look for yourself.
1952 BUICK 4-dr. Special. Bid on this one, you can
have it' I'VE HAD IT TOO LONG!
1951 CHEVs - '51 FORDS - '51 BUICKS - '49 & 'SO
PLYMOUTHS - '49 & '50 FORDS Ind CHEVs.
ALSO
1951 FORD 8-CYLINDER PICK-UP KY. TRUCK.

2, 195e

NEAR SUEZ

OFFICE SUPPLY
DEPARTMENT

UNDERSOLD

PMBER

Page One)
(Continued
virtual control
were reported
Suez Canal.
of the north-so
"'rhere have been a large nunsber of attacks by Feclayeen cornmandos in the Negev, who blew
up a number of water pipes,"
the spokesman said. "All other
borders are quiet."
British Route Followed
The Israelis, in moving into thli *
Gaza Strip, were moving along
the route travelled by British
forces invading Palestine In
World War I, but in reveal&
The British invaded Palestine
fruin Egypt and the Israelis were
going the other way
The spokesman indicated the
Israeli forces were hoping to
finish the Gaza mopping up before sun.st marks the start of thrft
Jewish Sabbath. There was no
word of the 200,000 refugees apparently trapped in the area.
An early report said the Egyptian garrison of Gaza was cut off
from escape into Egypt, with the
sea at their backs and the Israeli
army moving in on any possible
escape routes.

TERMITES

We Will Not Be

NO

Leasing State department these diplomats dolt seem very *Armed. From left: Charles Leek
I-renal minister; Ahmed Humieln, Egyptian ambassador; J. E. Coulson, British charge d'affaires.
CONCERN IS EVIDENT on the faces at the White House conference on the Israeli-Egyptian situation.
There were diplomatic conferences at the State department, too, as the Middle East war threat
steamed hotter and hotter. The 90-minute White House conference produced a reaffirmation of the I
U. S. pledge to aid any victim of aggression in the Middle .it. Amara (International tioundphotos)

CALHOUN
PLUMBING and ELECTRIC
Murray, Ky.
ALFRED DUNCAN
ELECTRIC SERVICE
Murray, Ky.
HAZEL ELECTRIC
Hazel, Ky.

STEELE & ALBRITTEN
PLUMBING and ELECTRIC
Murray, Ky.
WELLS ELEcrinc SHOP
%%may, K.
RICHARD SCARWROVGil
PLUMBING and ELECTRIC
Merray, Ky.

DISTRIBUTORS

OHIO VALLEY SUPPLY CO.
PADUCA H, Kt.
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So per word for one day, minimum of 17 Words
for 60e — Sc per word for three gays Classified ads are
payable In advance,
NEED FENCE POSTS? We have
a , good stock of posts already
creosoted. Also poles for pole
USED Allis Chambers 80 com- bents, Sykes Broe. Lumber Co.
UNFURNISHED APT., Kentucky
N3C
bine, in good condition. A bar& Ryan, $30 per month Newly
gain. Herman K. Ellis. Ellis PopAUCTION SALE. Wed Nov. 7, decorated. Available now Phone
corn.
N5C 10•00 a. m. at John Lax's farm 721 for
N5P
antwantnient•
18 NICE Duroc pigs, ten weeks 4 1•2 miles South of Lynn Grove. 3
ROOM APARTMENT. 414 N.
14 head of nice dairy cattle, 9
„yid. See Rob Marine at Stella.
5th St. Call WM.
N2C
N5C cows, will freshen Dec. Jan. and
Feb., 1 springing heifer, 4 one A FIVE ROOM furnished
house.
TY;PE WATER, Underwood, year old heifers, horse and trac- Gas hept
at 108 South 10th St.
standard size, good Condition, tor drawn tools. Terms cash. Call
f481-J.
N2P
$35. Call ID 6-3345.
N6C Auctioneer, Luck Burt.
N7P
FIVE ROOM house furnished.
GOOD STOCK of creosoted fence CREOSOTED FENCE posts. Good Full size basement,
furnace heat.
posts Also Poles for pole barns. .apply. Also poles for pole barns. Phone 635.
Walter Jones,
N3C
Sykes Bros. Lumber Co.
N3C Sykes Bros. Lumber Co.
N8C
SEVEN ROOM house. Five rooms
and bath down. Two rooms up.
Answer to Yeetertiay'S RUSS'S
Inlaid lineoleum. Garage and
PUZZLE
outbuilding. Close in See E. F.
EIOCIR
WOO
OMR
3!- Thin's
AC3/10411
Bilbrey, 512 Broad St.
N3C
tic-k Inc
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CHAPTER 29
013 SAT down in the empty
conference room and immediately proceeded to put me at my
ease. He soothed me with a small,
dull anecdote about a teaching
experience he had recently had.
Then he leaned back, crossed his
legs, folded his hands over his
vest and said, "Now, Hester, what
can I do for you?”
"Well, Bob . . ."
"Be glad to help you, only too
glad. Have any of the students
been annoying you?"
"No, it isn't that ..."
"You can be frank with me
Peahen The pass, as I often say,
is the occupational hazard of the
female dancing teacher. And, I
might add," he added, chuckling,
"also of the male upon occasion."
"No, Bob, I want to help you."
"Help me?" He was amazed,
rocked with disbelief. "You want
to help me? How?"
"Bob, this. is rather delicate,
but I feel if you and I aren't
Well, we're
friends already . .
destined to be. That seems obvious."
"Hester, what is it 7"
"Well, I've heard gossip, and
if it should get to the police . . ."
"Gossip about me, Hester?"
"May I be frank?" '
"Yes, please!"
"Just how much did Anita Fartell mean to you, Bob?"
"Anita?"
"Yes. Is it true that you were
so crazy about her that when she
threw you over you couldn't. take
It ?"
"Where did you hear this, Heater?"
"It'a only gossip. But I'm
afraid if the police heard it they'll
think you might have . . well,
killed Anita because you couldn't
live without her."
"Hester!" Bob said sharply.
"I'm only trying to help you,
warn you...."
"Thank you, hut . • . Hester!"
"Yes ?"
"It is true that there was a
time when I did seriously consider Anita, Farrell. &cause of
her beauty, her poise and her
charni I thought she might be
the very person I was looking for
to be Mrs. Robert Spencer. But,
no, I was wrong."
"Oh ?"
He nodded solemnly. "I decided
against asking Anita to marry
nie. Yes, after serious and prolonged consideration."
"Oh?'
"Anita was not the type. Not
the type at all to be an execulive's wife. Anita was essentially
too self-intrres'.ed. She rook]
never have MUNI In :1 tec herself
hinto niy long-range alarm. Anita,

HELP WANTEDJ
PART TIME waitresses. Apply
to James W. Mills, Murray Grill,
1413 W Main St.
N5C

I WANTED to BUYS

NOTICE

ATTRACTIVE Opening for alert
educated man or woman age 23
FURNITURE CLOSE ONT. Pso- to 55, for work of national imvirice and Morgan are closing out portance with Marshall Field
by Dec. 31. Thotisands of dollars owned enterprise. Must be well
of merchandise. Register for free groomed. of excellent character
home freezer to be given away and available by Dec. 1. ExperJan: 1. Free merchandise Will 13' ience in teaching or organization
work helpful but not required.
purchase or more. Delivery any
where. Call collect 1328, Paris, Car an asset. For local interview,
write full to box 32-C,
Ledger
Teats, for further Information.
'
• ITC di Times, giving age, education,
experience, address and telephone
FOR YOUR INSURANCE needs number.
N5C
Wilson, State
contact
Wayne
NI1C
Farm Agent, phone 921.
CARD OF THANKS
Singer Sewing machine repreMay
I further express my deep
sentative in Murray. For sales,
service, repair conti.ct Leon Hall, appreciation and thanks to every
TFC one who was . so kind and
1617 Farmer. Ph. 1622-M
thoughtful to me during my reMONUMENTS
cent bereavement.
Murree Marble & Granite Works
, Chas. H. rarris
builders of fine memorials for
over half century. Porter Wh..e,
N3C' Navy ships operaed by nuManager .Phone 121. •
clear power will not be con--Almo
shop,
HAVE OPENED New
fronted with the limitations of
Heights for your needs on T.V., fuel capacity. The potential enradio and electrical appliances, ergy in a two-pound lump of
golf ball
urprusim
equals about 460,000 gallons of
fuel oil or 3,000 tons of coal.

I'm afraid, was intent on carving pupils for you," the Waltzer said
out a career of her own. Quite unenthu siasticall y. "A great
frankly, Hester, I couldn't quite Idea."
see Anita ever attending a P.T.A., "I'd have done it sooner," Bollmeeting."
ing said, "except that I was sure
"No?"
we'd pick up Ralph Tolley. But
"No, Hester. No, it may be un- we haven't found him yet."
gracious of me to say so, but I
Good old Ralph Tolley! So nice
eliminated Anita Farrell from my of him to stay out of sight. It had
picture. She was nothing to me been quite a while since I had
but a teaching colleague here at even thought of that sterling
Crescent."
pupil of Anneal whose lesson
"So you have nothing to fear time Steve bad borrowed, but I
from the police."
made up for ft now. I thought of
"Nothing whatsoever. Should Ralph Tolley not only with gratithey get wind of this gossip, I tude, but with affection.
shall tell them the truth, un"Maybe the reason we haven't
gracious as it may sound. But I found him," Bolling was saying,
thank you for your concern. I "is because he's the Waltzer and
shall remember this favor, Hes- he's hiding out. Or maybe, if he
isn't the Waltzer, it's because
ter."
After Bob had gone I sat for a he's dead."
"Dead?" Steve and I said.
moment in the conference room.
"Murdered. By the Waltzer."
It had been a busy day, but some"Murdered?" we said. "By U.,
how I didn't seem to have proved
that anybody need have anything Waltzer?"
to fear from the police except
Bolling nodded. He took the
my husband.
chart of Anita Farrell's teaching
I was discouraged.
schedule out of his pocket. He
My feet hurt.
showed it to us. "See this? I've
• • •
got every lesson hour accounted
The next morning Steve and I tor except the hour of the murwent through the motions of hav- der, seven on Wednesday. Now,
ing breakiast, but our hearts if Tolley is the Waltzer, that's
weren't in it. When we tad his time. But if he isn't the
awakened we had wished each Waltzer, the Waltzer took Tolother a happy fifth wedding an- ley's time. Understand?"
niversary, but our hearts hadn't
Steve and I understood. It
been in that, either. We were wasn't especially brilliant of us
just killing time, waiting for twe eines taking Ralph Tolley's lesbecodden ladies down on West son time was exactly whet Steve
Twenty-fifth Street to sleep it liad done. Bolling, however, was
off.
pleased with our quickness. He
Then, unexpectedly, we had continued, admiring his own
company to help us kill the time. logic, despite its morbid turn.
We did ow Insincere best to mkke
"Bo it's to the Waltzer's adDetective Lieutenant Molting wel- vantage to keep Tolley cut of our
come. We offeied him our most way. Maybe he did a complete
comfortable chair, some coffee, job and killed him. However,
some toast end coffee. We made we'll know more this afternoon.
It clear that we were delighted If Kipp arid the bartenders don't
that the man who was directing identify the Waltzer among Miss
the search for the Waltzer had Farrell's pupils, we'll know for
come to see us, of ad people. Rut certain that this Tolley is guilty."
Bolling was in no mood to accept
"do," I soft, "this afternoon
our hospitality. This morning he will wrap up the case.."
was all business; you couldn't see
"One way," Steve said, "or anthe grindstone fo; Mk. mile.
other."
"Barton," he said briskly, look"We'll knew," Bolling said.
ing the Waltzer straight in the "who is the Waltzer. You be
eye, "I'm going to wrap up this there, Barton, at four."
case this afternoon."
"You bet," Steve said.
"What time this afternoon ?"
-So long," Bolling said.
the Waltzer asked.
"So long," Steve said.
"You're not jokin g. Four
"Gruesome, Isn't it?" I said.
o'clock this afternoon. I'll know
Bolling turned back from the
than who the Waltzer is, I want door.
you to be at the Crescent School
"Gruesome, Mrs. Barton?"
at four."
-'1fou like Stare. I can tell you
"Me? Why me?"
do."
"I'm throwing a little party.
"I admit it," Bolling said.
I've invited all of Anita Farrell's "Charming fellow, Barton."
pupils. I've invited Wendell Kipp
and the two bartenders from the
Deadline for Steve is only Mx
Feather Club ..."
hours away. Oaa he beet It?
"And they'll pick out the l'ontintie the next eveitteg
Waltzer from .Anita Farrell's stallirueet here tomorrow.

:

Ah, Signora!

There wasn't much choice unless I hankered to hit the sack at
8 p.m.
I soon found out a lot of things
that Elvis has that I don't. He
wears cheek-whiskers that makes
him look a little like uld Abe
Lincoln, our wood-chopping president. In addition to sounding
something like a hound dog he
can wiggle like a captive porpoise
coming out of a tank for a fish.
Also, I learned, after some research that the young man owns
three Catdillacs, a few million
fans, and thumbs his nose at his
critics on the way to the bank
each payday.
To me, the young hillbilly
----------- - -

A landing deceleration parachute has been designed to help
reduce rollout of the Navy's
largest carrier - based bomber,
the Douglas A31) Sky Warrior.
It will insure safe landings on
wet runways, and during instrument landings or emergency
landings.

new

like a sardine which had
been in an open can too lung.
1 guess I am just jealous.
Bev said:
"Watch this, Daddy.”
The boy turned his profile,
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„coked

By HARMAN W. NICHOLS
,
wiring and repairing. Pickup and United Press Staff Correspondent
delivery service. Call Cope's TV
WASHINGTON UP - I had I
and Radio Service. Call 941-W-1 been
wondering what Elvis Pres- j
day or night, Almo Height.. N7C ley has that
I don't where the I
ladies are concerned. I found out
the other night.
Beverly, my teen-aged &nigh..
CARPENTER WORK WANTED. ter, said I should sit around the
Building, repair, remodeling, cab- video and have a look at the boy
meta and etc. Call 544-J, Thomas who acts like he's playing the gitHerndon.
NIC tar and haying at the moon at the
same time.

•--• -WHITE LEGHORN Pullets or
FOUR ROOM unfurnished apart- would buy year old hens. E. B.
ment with bath. 305 N. 7th St. Ross, Kirksey, Rt. I.
N5P
Phone 601 or 1249. Owen Billington
N3C
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Elvis Has
--414 Secret
Of Success

; blew
pipes,"
other
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lestine
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screwed up his lips and put on a
"n.obuby loves me" look in his
sad eyes. Th young fry in the
TV studio audience had be., told
not to shout and scream. They
had, in fact, promised, honor
bound, not to. But shout and
scream, they did. And there was
some hootin' and hollerin' in my
own living room.
I moved back three or four
chairs.
That didn't do much good.
What I had hoped to see was a
drama on another channel that
had been advertised for weeks. I
happen to know one of the actors,
an old friend named Otto Hulett,
le was supposed to be terrific
.n som.h ag or other staring
Mary Af.i, cii

like a sick cow and stirring up a
riot among the e.a.ners M the gallery. And Elvis loving every minut of it.
slill don't know how Mary,
Martin. came out .over the ViDiall
who was supposed to be her boss.
Also whether my friend Otto delivered the punch line to the
play, like he promised me he
would.
I al71 left with the awful
thought that Elvis must have a
lut that I don't have. The lad had
a lot of something, that's for
certain. Maybe ' a good press
agent. He's also getting a considerable part
my earnings for
from sale of gramophone records.

••

a

Iltegal Scrap Leads To 8c - ape

MARIA CALLAS, who sang the
title role in the Metropolitan
Opera's opening opera "Norma" in New York, receives a
congratulatory kiss from her
husband after performance.
She holds dog. Husband is
Italian industrialist &Mists
(interwAtional)
IteneghinL

Daughter Drov.r.... Sorrow
Beverly said she would swal.aw hei sorrow and drown it
with a s
drink. I could operate
the TV FOR A FEW MINUTES.
I switched to anothar station
and got nothing but a cor.-.Tiercial,
peddlnig
something
:•
another. Plus a short take, on
somebods teaching somebody else
now to play gin rummy.
Our daughter took over again,
and there was Elvis in all of his
glory, rolling around and acting
- -

CLEVELAND SR — Robert E
Crawford never lets legal proceedings stand in the way of
business. Monday — scheduled
to present his defense
trial for a grocery robbery — he
was arrested for hauling three
Ions of material from a transit
system yard to sell, as scrap.
The nation's ligrest shifting
sand dune is near Frankfort,
Mich.

MEP THIS AD
130XOFFICE OPENS
SHOW STARTS

. 6:00
6:45

Calloway County's Year
'Round Drive-In

YESTERDAY AND TODAY FASHIONS

IT'S YOUR DRIVE-IN
MOVIE GUIDE
NOV. 2 thru NOV. 8

CUP

IT NOW !!

FRIDAY-SATURDAY, NOV. 2-3 - 2 ACTION PIX
The True Story Of

'THE FROGMEN'
Starring

RICHARD WIDMARK
SUNDAY - MONDAY — NOVEMBER 4 - 5

er.1TOMMY RALC• HOWARD

ST KIEIN • A UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

TUESDAY - NOV. 6

.SN

WED.-THUR.- NOV. 7-8

1,ENN FORD
MTV' MIMS 1%. f..
itILla Milli%)

-

CHILL WILLS
THESE MODELS span 3,200 years of fashions at a show in the New
;York Coliseum. Kneeling are; Jaq,um Hacklin (left) draped in a
town similar to that worn bylKlIelekts Bithia, and Gretchen Dahm,
stressed as Princess Nefretiri. Gowns in styles 3,200 years ago, were
'made from drawings on Egyptian monuments. Standing are: Dorine
efeKay (left), wearing a short modern cocktail dress of torquoise
satin and cashmere,and Fran Fagan (right) wearing a black-skirted
Silk sheath with multi-colored satin wrappings. (International)
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I'M GLAD I BROUGHT
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HUNGRY
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See A Color
Cartoon Every Nite
At The Murray
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LIL' ABNER

by Al Capp
MAMMYTHIS

HE GOTTA HIDE OUT
IN DOGPATCH FO'A
SPELL. BACK IN 11-I'
CITY HE GOT INTO A
Llt

404416AwKnolwr
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GLICk097WrY

MORE PRESARVED

PLENTY

(—"CHUC
Ci4/1.)1 771/S
CILE BLIZZARD
/(NEW AA/ WAS
A SCRAGG —

ON PAPPY'S
PLATE!.'-

BLOOD EIVEAlY
MALL YOKe...•

TURNIPS?-H ELP
YORESELF.f.f—
THAR'S

by Raeburn Van Buren
YOU CAN USE THE

SPARE RCM,CHARL,E IT'S ALL MADE UP
JUST FOR EMERGENOES
LIKE THIS ONE,'

T-TH
-E SPARE
ROOM*

rii4E ONE

YOU'VE USED
MANY A TIME,CHARLIE -NOW
DON'T TtELL ME YOU'VE

FORGOTNO, AUNT A BINE...
I...I GUESS I'M STILL A UTILE
GROGGY FROM THATIACAIDENT.

FORGOTTEN
WAY.';

NE

SURE, SON... IT TAKES A LONG
TIME 70 SHAKE OFF THE LIKES
OF THE ACCIDENT
YOU VVERE
SETTER
SHOW HIM
THE WAY,
SLATS:

^
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I telds the temperature
suddenly rises 30
Crews Tow Planes
This central California SAC
has a $369,000 fund
base no
in the mill dsign to build blast
deflectors behind each plane on
the apron. Until these are ready,
By GLENN STACKMOUSE
big for her britches The Air the ground crews base to tow
Sy HARMAN W. NICHOLS
United Press Start Correspondent Force never handled anything them to the end of the runway
United
Press Staff Correspondent
like
this
droop-winged,
shark - before takeoff so that the blast
CASTLE AIR FORCE BASE.
WASHINGTON lir
What's
Calif. 4,1 — When the Strategic tailed monster.
can blow out across the country Mr Command switched over to
When all eight 01 her 11,000 :ide instead of •earing up the new in Washington:
The political wheels on both
the big 852 global bomber last horsepower jet engines are rev- air base.
sides of the fence are getting all
year it adopted a hell-raising ving up she sends out such
Another factor is noise. They
baby.
a tornado of heat and wind put up such a racket that they kinds of mail.
Adlai Stevenson, the Dertuicra' She's an angel in the air—a that a man can't stand up within :rerally can make a man naubomber pilot's dream girl. But 600 feet of her tail. At that seated. Maintenance men a r e tic hopeful get a letter from a
she's an overweight, squalling distance, a ground crewman can continually reporting to the hcs- young lady from Ohio who said:
"Four years ago when I was
brat on the ground.
be sent tumbling tail over tea- eital with ear trouble — someeight, I was for President EisenThe trouble is. she's jieit to kettle At the distance of three times serious trouble.
hower. Now that I am 12 and
At present, t h e orders at
more intelligent, I am on your
Castle are that the B52s wiU
not take off or land at the side"
base between the hours of midnight and 6 a.m., so that the 6000 miles and can easily fly
residents in Merced, five miles around the world with its per.
fected techaique of in-flight yeaway, can get some sleep.
The Air Force has found that fueling. It cart fly well over
the big babies need an 11,800 50,000 feet at a speed in excess
foot runway. as thick as five of 650 miles an hour.
superhighways piled up and as
It can literally flap its 185foot wings. The wings droop
flat as a pool table.
Strip Too Wavy
like a tired seagull's when it's
When Castle's runway was on the ground with the wingtips
laid out for the B52's predeces- 10 feet below center. In flit,
sors, the B47's and 850's. it they may bend upward 21 feet
was considered just dandy. Not above center as the plane pulls
so far the B-52s. Pilots im- out of a descent.
mediately began complaining that
Its eight-wheeled undercarriage
the strip was "wavy." As the can be steered from the pilot's
big birds roared down the run- seat like an automobile, allowing
way at about 150 miles an hour, the plane to nose into a crossthey began "proposing" with a wind in take-off and landing.
rocking chair motion that threat- This gives it crab-like appearance
ened to send them out of con- as it swishes along the runway.
trol. They were bounding into The pilots call such a maneuver
the air and back to the ground an "ekes-right takeoff."
as they got up flying speed.
Plane's Statistics Staggering.
A checkup found tha at several
The plane's statistics are stagplaces along the runway there gering when reduced to common
was a six-inch rise spread over terms.
several hundred feet. They are
It weighs about half a million
now planing it off with a scraper pounds loaded. It carries enough
to get that billiard table smooth- ifuel to fill three railroad teak
ness.
cars. Its engines suck in 8,540,000
Surprisingly enough, in view cubic feet of air an hour —
of all the super-tight security, enough to fill a warehouse 1000
newsmen visiting this base were feet long. Its electronic equipalloweci to scramble freely ment contains 2,140 radio tubes
through the big ships, from the — enough to build 144 TV sets. I
pilot's deck to the tail-gunner's Its de-icers require enough heat
lonely seat half a city block to in an hour to warm up 56 five- I
room homes. Its electrical system I
the rear.
MRS. OPAL COLLINS, 25. faints Into the arms of matrons (top) as she
The B52s carry a six man could provide all the poWer I
hears judge in Crown Point, Ind., sentence her to die in the electric
crew including two pilots, a needed for 70 average American
chair. She was convicted of slay,ing b-r paraplegic husband, her
navigator, a bombardier, radio- dwellings. Its wheel brakes can
mothcr-in-law and two sisters-in-law. If the sentence is carried
absorb encaigh energy to stop
man and tail gunner.
out, she will be the first woman to be executed in Indiana history.
Has 6000-Mite Range
1,50 automobiles traveling 50
Al bottom, the doomed slayer is led by deputies from the courtroom.
It has a range of more than miles an hour.

Giant Plane's Statistics Are
Staggering To The Layman
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What'stiewln
Washington

WOMAN TO DIE FOR SLAYING OF

Another child from New York
hand - stitched some 'napeens"
(napkins) "so it do not tear, and
I hope you become 'presedent.'
The munny (money) is to you."
Three pennies were enclosed.
The candidate acknowledged the

eift.

of the group said he and his
corm"anion, got tangled up in
a do-it-yourself elevator in their
hotel.

Tuedsay. He. is Dr. William M
' Mann A lot of animals will miss
Dr. Mann who has served as
director of the Washington Zoo
for 31 years. Likewise • lot of
kids and a lot of adults. Dr.
One of the most lovable guys
on the Washington scene retires Mann isn't in any trouble with

Nt/VEMBF.R 2, C1906

his Uncle Sam. It's a matter of
age — semetrung our uncle has
little respect for a good part of
the time, particularly when Ability is concerned. It's the law on

dIPM

retirement.

411

One small girl wrote to the
gentlenian from Illinois and said
all she vnted to say was "I
love you — even more than ol'
Elvis Presley."

OPPORTUNITY!

The
Eisenhower camp
has
some equally interesting intelligence.
There are a lot of -I like"
memos. Also a note from a lady
out West who wrote to the national committee to let the folks
know: "I raised my son a good
Presbyterian and Democrat. Now
he's a Republican and an Episcopalian."

tri
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FARMER!
BETTER ROADS mean year round accessibility to schools,
churches, and markets and provide treater opportunities for
off-farm employment.

BUSINESSMAN!
BETTER ROADS mean more business for retailers, wholesalers
and manufacturers!

A voter from the Midwest
complained that Ike was fouling
up his television listening. The
GOP committee wasn't bashful to
report that the man said: "You
cut off 'Gun Smoke 'on the net-,
work and gave us a childish program 'Ike's birthday party.' I'm
a little sure, but I am a forgiving soul."

•

CITIZEN!
BETTER ROADS mean greater safety and
family—more job opportunities.
111

16°C
convenience for your
•e -

LET'S VOTE FOR KENTUCKY'S $100,000,000 ROAD BOND ISSUE
NOVEMBER 6 AND GET THE ROADS WE NEED AT ONCE!

Three Romanians came here to
watch how we run an election.
They were supposed to attend a
reception at Blair House, across
from the White House on Pennsylvania Avenue. They were late.
And they were sorry. The leader

AND REMEMBER —

No additional taxes are necessary!
We believe in Kentucky's future and are confideat that the Road
Bond Issue will be the biggest single forward step in our conomic
develop:1s%.

STANDARD
OIL

JOIN US — VOTE EI YES NOVEMBER 6

Bank of Murray
Peoples Bank
Dees.Bank of Hazel

For All Your

Fue1-9i1
Needs
WHITNELL & SON
Standard Oil A gent
PHONE 1733
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Our 1,300 esnployees welcome you to the'Texas
Gas family. You join the ilkousands of other homes and industries in the Big River Region which reciive their
supply of natural gas from our 3,500-mile pipeline system.

Mur
Cald

Fi

Dr

Through distribution systems such
as that of the City of Murray, Texas Gas
Transmission Corporation supplies gas
from south Louisiana and east Texas fields
to 220 communities in the eight states our
pipeline serves.
Administrative functions and operations of the 3,500-mile transmission system are directed from general offices in
Owensboro, Kentucky.
The growth of Texas Gas as a natural gas transmission. system parallels the
progress of our operating area, the Big
River Region. More than a billion dollars
have been invested in new industrial plants
in the Big River Region since 1948. Almost $650 million has been spent on expansions of existing industries.
To keep pace with this growth, Texas Gas, by the end of this year, will have

invested approximately $214 million in
facilities with which to serve its customers'
requirements.
Part of our 1956 construction program includes a new 105-mile supply line
connecting the Texas Gas main lines with
new supply sources in south .Louisiana.
We already have under contract adequate
reserves to accommodate the needs of our
customers for years to come... altst, our
producers continue to add to these reServes.

We are proud of the addition of Murray as the 220th community we serve...
in this case through our distribution customer, the City of Murray. We are looking
forward to a long and pleasant relationship with the City of Murray and its household and industrial natural gas consumers.

a

TEXAS GAS

TEXAc,

1419r

TR
CORPORAII(dt

GENERAL OFFICES .... OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY

'SERVING THE ZiPika4ot REGION
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